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14 24. Cosmic rays

relation between Ne and E0 changes. Moreover, because of fluctuations, Ne as a function
of E0 is not correctly obtained by inverting Eq. (24.12). At the maximum of shower
development, there are approximately 2/3 particles per GeV of primary energy.

There are three common types of air shower detectors: shower arrays that study
the shower size Ne and the lateral distribution on the ground, Cherenkov detectors
that detect the Cherenkov radiation emitted by the charged particles of the shower,
and fluorescence detectors that study the nitrogen fluorescence excited by the charged
particles in the shower. The fluorescence light is emitted isotropically so the showers can
be observed from the side. Detailed simulations and cross-calibrations between different
types of detectors are necessary to establish the primary energy spectrum from air-shower
experiments.

Figure 24.8 shows the “all-particle” spectrum. The differential energy spectrum has
been multiplied by E2.6 in order to display the features of the steep spectrum that are
otherwise difficult to discern. The steepening that occurs between 1015 and 1016 eV is
known as the knee of the spectrum. The feature around 1018.5 eV is called the ankle of
the spectrum.
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Figure 24.8: The all-particle spectrum as a function of E (energy-per-nucleus)
from air shower measurements [79–90,100–104]. Color version at end of book.

Measurements of flux with small air shower experiments in the knee region differ by
as much as a factor of two, indicative of systematic uncertainties in interpretation of the
data. (For a review see Ref. 78.) In establishing the spectrum shown in Fig. 24.8, efforts
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直接観測不可 => 空気シャワー実験
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CR detectors at  
highest energies

Exposures of UHECR observatories
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Pierre Auger Observatory
Province Mendoza, Argentina 
1660 detector stations, 3000 km2

27 fluorescence telescopes

Telescope Array (TA)
Delta, UT, USA
507 detector stations, 680 km2

36 fluorescence telescopes

• Zenith ranges :[0-55°] for TA, 
[0-60°] for Auger

➡ Zenith ranges + latitudes : 
full-sky coverage achieved 

• Energy threshold : geometric 
directional exposure
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➡ BUT unavoidable uncertainty in the relative exposures of the experiments

b : fudge factor absorbing systematics of any 
origin (relative exposure, energy scale, etc)
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Figure 1: Total directional exposure above 1019 eV as obtained
by summing the nominal individual ones of the Telescope Array
and the Pierre Auger Observatory, as a function of the declina-
tion.

ascension #) since this is the most natural one tied to the
Earth to describe the directional exposure of any experi-
ment. The random sample {n1, ...,nN} results from a Pois-
son process whose average is the flux of cosmic rays$(n)
coupled to the directional exposure"(n) of the considered
experiment :

〈

dN(n)

d%

〉

= "(n)$(n). (1)

As any angular distribution on the unit sphere, the flux
of cosmic rays $(n) can be decomposed in terms of a
multipolar expansion onto the spherical harmonicsYℓm(n) :

$(n) = &
ℓ≥0

ℓ

&
m=−ℓ

aℓmYℓm(n). (2)

Any anisotropy fingerprint is encoded in the aℓm multi-
poles. Non-zero amplitudes in the ℓ modes arise from vari-
ations of the flux on an angular scale ≃ 1/ℓ radians.
The directional exposure of each observatory provides

the effective time-integrated collecting area for a flux from
each direction of the sky. In principle, the combined direc-
tional exposure of the two experiments should be simply
the sum of the individual ones. However, individual expo-
sures have here to be re-weighted by some empirical factor
b due to the unavoidable uncertainty in the relative expo-
sures of the experiments. The parameter b can be viewed
as a fudge factor which absorbs any kind of systematic un-
certainties in the relative exposures, whatever the sources
of these uncertainties. This empirical factor is arbitrarily
chosen to re-weight the directional exposure of the Pierre
Auger Observatory relative to the one of the Telescope Ar-
ray :

"(n;b) = "TA(n)+b"Auger(n). (3)

Dead times of detectors modulate the directional expo-
sure of each experiment in sidereal time and therefore in
right ascension. However, once averaged over several years
of data taking, the relative modulations of both "TA and
"Auger in right ascension turn out to be not larger than few
thousandths, yielding to non-uniformities in the observed
angular distribution at the corresponding level. Given that
the limited statistics currently available above 1019 eV can-
not allow an estimation of each aℓm coefficient with a preci-
sion better than a few percent, the non-uniformities of "TA
and "Auger in right ascension can be neglected so that both

functions are considered to depend only on the declination
hereafter. On the other hand, since the high energy thresh-
old guarantees that both experiments are fully efficient in
their respective zenithal range [0− 'max], the dependence
on declination is purely geometric [3] :

"i(n) = Ai

(

cos(i cos! sin#m+#m sin(i sin!

)

, (4)

where (i is the latitude of the considered experiment, the
parameter #m is given by

#m =

⎧

⎨

⎩

0 if ) > 1,
* if ) < −1,
arccos) otherwise,

(5)

with ) ≡ (cos'max− sin(i sin! )/cos(i cos! , and the nor-
malisation factors Ai are tuned such that the integration
of each "i function over 4* matches the (total) exposure
of the corresponding experiment. For b = 1, the resulting
"(! ) function is shown in figure 1.
In practice, only an estimation b of the factor b can be

obtained, so that only an estimation of the directional expo-

sure "(n) ≡ "(n;b) can be achieved through equation 3.
The procedure used for obtaining b from the joint data set
will be described below. The resulting uncertainties propa-
gate into uncertainties in the measured aℓm anisotropy pa-
rameters, in addition to the ones caused by the Poisson na-
ture of the sampling process when the function" is known
exactly.
With full-sky but non-uniform coverage, the custom-

ary recipe for decoupling directional exposure effects from
anisotropy ones consists in weighting the observed angular
distribution by the inverse of the relative directional expo-
sure function :

dÑ(n)

d%
=

1

"r(n)

dN(n)

d%
. (6)

The relative directional exposure is the dimensionless func-
tion normalized to unity at its maximum. When the func-
tion " (or "r) is known from a single experiment, the av-
eraged angular distribution

〈

dÑ/d%
〉

is, from equation 1,
identified with the flux of cosmic rays$(n) times the total
exposure of the experiment. Due to the finite resolution to
estimate b, the relationship between

〈

dÑ/d%
〉

and$(n) is
here not any longer so straightforward :

〈

dÑ(n)

d%

〉

=

〈

1

"r(n)

〉

"(n)$(n). (7)

However, for an unbiased estimator of b with a resolution
better than≃ 10% (the actual resolution on bwill be shown
hereafter to be of the order of ≃ 3.5%), the relative differ-
ences between ⟨1/"r(n)⟩ and 1/"r(n) are actually smaller
than 10−3 in such a way that

〈

dÑ/d%
〉

can still be identi-
fied to $(n) times the total exposure to a high level. Con-
sequently, the recovered aℓm coefficients defined as

aℓm =
∫

4*
d%

dÑ(n)

d%
Yℓm(n) =

N

&
i=1

Yℓm(ni)

"r(ni)
(8)

provide unbiased estimators of the underlying aℓm multi-
poles since the relationship ⟨aℓm⟩ = aℓm can be established
by propagating equation 7 into ⟨aℓm⟩.
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Figure 1: Total directional exposure above 1019 eV as obtained
by summing the nominal individual ones of the Telescope Array
and the Pierre Auger Observatory, as a function of the declina-
tion.
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Figure 1: Total directional exposure above 1019 eV as obtained
by summing the nominal individual ones of the Telescope Array
and the Pierre Auger Observatory, as a function of the declina-
tion.
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Overlap
region

10,900 events
3,400 in overlap region

1,800 events
650 in overlap regionE > 1019 eV

Telescope Array

• Utah, USA 
• 507 surface detectors covering 680 km2 
• 36 fluorescence detectors 

Pierre Auger Observatory
• Pampa, Argentina  
• 1660 surface detectors covering 3000 km2 
• 27 fluorescence detectors 

Existing UHECRs (and related) detectors
TA Spectrum Summary

Dmitri Ivanov
University of Utah
2016/10/11, Kyoto, JP

  

Darko Veberic UHECR 2016 1/24

What can we learn about hadronic interactions 
at the Pierre Auger Observatory?

Darko Veberic
IKP, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT), Germany

for the Pierre Auger Collaboration
http://www.auger.org/archive/authors_2016_10.html

(IceCube neutrino telescope)
• South pole 
• 1km3 w/ 5160 optical sensors 
• UHE neutrinos are relevant to 

UHECRs

Combined Analysis of the

High-Energy Cosmic Neutrino Flux

at the IceCube Detector

Lars Mohrmann
 

for the IceCube Collaboration

 

The 34th International Cosmic Ray Conference
 

30 July – 6 August, 2015
 

The Hague, The Netherlands
 

August 4, 2015



Air shower experiment : Hybrid measurement
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ICRR website

• Timing info, lateral distribution of SDs  
• Arrival direction 
• Energy 

• Shower development 
• Energy  
• longitudinal development 

=> <Xmax>(化学組成を決める
パラメータ)



空気シャワー検出器 : SD, FD, and RD
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Surface  
Detector

Fluorescence  
Detector

Radio 
Detector

• 安価 
• Duty cycle ~100 % 
• エネルギー測定：◯ 
• 到来方向測定： ◎ 

• 化学組成測定 ：△ 

Hybrid detection (SD+FD) が現在の空気シャワー実験の主流

• 高価 
• Duty cycle 10-20 % 
• エネルギー測定：◎ 
• 到来方向測定：△？ 
• 化学組成測定 ：◯ 
• 簡易版とアレイ化？

• 安価 
• Duty cycle ~100 % 
• エネルギー測定：◯？ 
• 到来方向測定： ◯？ 

• 化学組成測定 ：◯？ 
• “Xmax measurement 

100% duty cycle”



Spectrum
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4 to 5 features, over nearly 5 
orders of magnitude in energy
Second knee at ~1017.2 eV

Low energy ankle at 
~1016.3 eV

Ankle at ~1018.7 eV

Break at 
1019.8 eV

Possibly beginning
of the knee feature 
at ~1015.6 eV

Preliminary, 
UHECR 2016

D. Ivanov, 
 UHECR2016
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4 to 5 features, over nearly 5 
orders of magnitude in energy
Second knee at ~1017.2 eV

Low energy ankle at 
~1016.3 eV

Ankle at ~1018.7 eV

Break at 
1019.8 eV

Possibly beginning
of the knee feature 
at ~1015.6 eV

Preliminary, 
UHECR 2016

D. Ivanov, 
 UHECR2016

TA Low energy Extension (TALE) 
• Transition region (galactic -> extra galactic) 
• With hybrid technique established by TA 
• Overlap with TA => 岸上さん講演



Anisotropy search : TA hot spot!
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• 109 events above 57EeV in 7 yr 
• Observed : 24 events, Isotropy: 6.88 events => 5.1σ 
• Chance probability to exceed  5.1σ :  0.037%

P. Tinyakov, et al., 
 UHECR2016

HOT SPOT: 7 yr update

Auger : events above 40EeV analyzed, but no significant excess was found 



Mass composition
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Xmax Moments

9

Combination of the data sets shows a change in the mass composition at ~1018.3 eV

M. Plum for the Auger collaboration 
UHECR2016

(E > 1018.2 eV). Figs. 25–29 show the distributions in bins of width
0.2 in log10ðEÞ. There are at least 68 events in each bin. All bins with
E > 1019 eV are combined due to low statistics. For each energy bin
the data is in good agreement with the proton MC. The binned
maximum likelihood estimated chi-squared test values [23], for
each pair of distributions, are shown on each plot. The proton com-
parisons are in much better agreement, than iron, with the data
over the entire energy range. This agreement extends over a vari-
ety of hadronic models, as far as the elongation rate is concerned
(see Fig. 30).

Note that, since the estimated systematic uncertainty (at
Energy = 1019) of the mean Xmax is 16.3 g/cm2 and the statistical
uncertainty resulting from the linear fit (as shown in Fig. 23) is
9.4 g/cm2, both QGSJET-I-c and QGSJET-II-03 are in reasonable
agreement with the data, for a light, largely protonic, composition.
The SIBYLL 2.1 model [31] for protons is 20–30 g/cm2 deeper than
the data elongation rate. If the SIBYLL 2.1 model is correct, it would
require an admixture of alpha particles, and CNO nuclei to the pro-
tons to describe the data precisely. More recent hadronic models

are in progress. A recent monocular FD composition study shows
that, when compared to SIBYLL 2.1, QGSJETII-04 is only #2 g/cm2

shallower, and EPOS-LHC is expected to give a 20 g/cm2 deeper
Xmax result [32].

The PAO results indicate an RMS narrowing of the Xmax distribu-
tion relative to expectations for protons, at energies greater than
1018.5 eV. At the current level of statistics this paper cannot sup-
port, or rule out, such an effect because of statistical sampling bias,
particularly at the highest energies. Definitive statements about
this claim await the completed analysis of additional hybrid data
from the Black Rock and Long Ridge fluorescence detector sites,
as well as purely stereo data from all three sites.

9. Conclusion

The importance of this paper is in its use of fluorescence detec-
tors, identical to HiRes, with a hybrid reconstruction technique.
The HiRes composition result used a stereo reconstruction method,
while this paper uses a hybrid technique, similar but not identical,
to one used by the PAO group. It is therefore important that the
current hybrid TA data is in good agreement with the HiRes results,
as this indicates that differences in aperture, reconstruction, and
modeling by Monte Carlo simulations do not lead to any significant
systematic differences in the final physics result in the case of
identical fluorescence detectors.

The measured average Xmax at 1019 eV is 751 $ 16.3 sys. $ 9.4
stat. g/cm2 and the elongation rate is 24.3$ 3.8 sys.$ 6.5 stat. g/cm2.
Assuming a purely protonic composition, taking into account all
reconstruction and acceptance biases (using the QGSJETII-03 model),
we would expect the average Xmax at 1019 eV to be 763 g/cm2 and the
elongation rate to be 29.7 g/cm2 per energy decade.

Considering the fact that TA hybrid, and PAO hybrid data, have
different acceptances, and analysis techniques, a direct comparison
of the results can be misleading. Detailed comparisons, using a set
of simulated events from a mix of elements that are in good agree-
ment with the PAO data, are in progress [33]. Such a mix can be
input into the TA hybrid simulation, and reconstruction programs,
and the result will be a prediction of what TA should observe given
a composition inferred from PAO data. A direct comparison with
the TA data can then be made. Since this work is in progress, we
simply remark that a light, nearly protonic, composition is in good
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Fig. 28. The Xmax distributions from the data (black points), QGSJETII-03 proton MC
(blue histogram), and iron MC (red histogram): energy range = 18:8 < log10ðE=eVÞ
< 19:0. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader
is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 29. The Xmax distributions from the data (black points), QGSJETII-03 proton MC
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Fig. 30. The final Middle Drum hybrid composition result using geometry and
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box indicates the total systematic error on hXmaxi. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)
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議論を難しくしている理由のひとつは、データの解釈が相互作用モデルに依存するため。 
LHCで相互作用モデルを検証、改善していく必要がある。-> LHCf

“… the flux of cosmic rays is composed of 
predominantly light nuclei at around 1018.3eV and that 
the fraction of heavy nuclei is increasing up to 
energies of 1019.6eV.” , Physical Review D 90 (2015)

“… remark that a light, nearly protonic, 
composition is in good agreement with data”

TA <Xmax>Auger <Xmax>

UHECRの化学組成決定は起源の解明に向けて重要だが…
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• TAやAugerが観測を順調に続けてきて… 
• スペクトル : 1019.5-8?eVでのsuppressionの確認 
• 異方性探査 : Hot spotの発見 

• 化学組成 : 少なくともheavy compositionの可能性は棄却？ 

• 空気シャワー実験の今後 
• UHECRでの統計数の増加 : TAx4, Auger  
• Low energy extension : TALE, HEAT 
• Multi messenger? UHE neutrinos… 

• 依然として空気シャワーシミュレーションの結果は、ハドロン相互作
用モデル起因の不定性の問題を抱えている 
• “Muon問題”  => 武石さん講演 

• 加速器実験からの貢献が重要 => 牧野講演


